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ANAPLASTIC THYROID CANCER
Epidemiology
Malignant thyroid tumors include, on the one hand scarcely aggressive and rarely lethal forms
such as differentiated tumors, and on the other anaplastic carcinoma, which is one of the most
aggressive tumors, with a mortality rate close to 100%. Fortunately, anaplastic cancer accounts
for less than 2% of all thyroid malignancies, and contrary to differentiated tumors, its incidence
in industrialized countries is steadily decreasing in the last decades [1]. The reasons for this
decline are not entirely clear, some authors point to the new diagnostic techniques that allow the
reclassification of some tumors previously exchanged for anaplastic carcinomas in lymphomas
and medullary cancer. An equally important role is attributed to increased iodine intake with
diet and improved economic status: in fact,the incidence of anaplastic carcinoma is double in
areas of endemic goiters [2]. However, a recent Swedish study has shown that the incidence of
anaplastic carcinoma does not vary by adding iodine to the diet [3], while the increasing use
of total thyroidectomy as a therapeutic choice of thyroid pathology seems crucial, and on the
other hand early detection of differentiated tumors, which reduce the risk of a potentially welldifferentiated tumor transformation in anaplastic tumor [4].
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Although anaplastic carcinoma represents a small percentage of thyroid malignancies, it is

responsible for more than 50% of the deaths attributable to thyroid cancer [5].

The prognosis of anaplastic carcinomas is bad: in the case series reported in the literature,

median survival from diagnosis ranging from 4 to 12 months [6]. Patients with a survival of more

than two years are so rare that probably the anecdotal cases with long-term survival reported in

the literature received a wrong histopathological diagnosis. In a retrospective study, 516 patients

reported a 6-month mortality rate from the diagnosis of 68.4%, and a one-year mortality rate of
80.7% [5].

Anaplastic thyroid carcinoma shows a peak in the sixth and seventh decades of life (mean

64 years), although sporadic cases of patients under the age of 40 years have been reported [7].
There is a slight predominance of female sex, with a male to female ratio of 1: 1.5.

Clinical Presentation

The incidental diagnosis of anaplastic carcinoma after surgical therapy for nodular tireopathy

is rare. Unlike differentiated cancer, anaplastic cancer has a clinical course that often suggests
the diagnosis of cancer. Patients can be schematically divided into four groups: 1. patients with
different thyroid cancer history treated several years earlier, who after a long period of clinical

stability notice sudden changes; 2. long-term patients with benign goitre therapy, who notice a

rapid growth of the goiter; 3. patients with acute “de novo”massive cervical mass in rapid growth;

4. presence of a distant metastatic localization as first evidence of an anaplastic thyroid carcinoma.
The presence of a rapidly growing cervical mass, hard and firm in surrounding tissues, is the

symptom of presentation in 97% of patients [8]. Commonly patients complain of swelling and

compression of the neck. The average size of the cervical mass at the time of diagnosis is 8cm

(range 3 to 20cm). It is not uncommon for mass to double volume over a week. Hemorrhage
within the neoplasm suddenly increases the size of the mass and the related symptoms.
Symptoms of compression and invasion of surrounding structures are found in most patients:

rhinitis, dyspnoea, dysphagia, cough, cervical pain. At the time of diagnosis patients present a
compression or infiltration of at least one recurrent nerve in more than 30% of cases, and in

more than 40% of cases there are metastases in the cervical nodes. Distant metastases are also

very frequent and involve more than 50% of patients at diagnosis, while another 25% will be
affected by distant metastasis during the disease (5.8). The lung is the most frequent metastatic

site (80%), followed by bones (6-15%) and brain (5-13%), common are also adrenal metastases
and intra-abdominal lymph nodes.

The local extent of the disease is the most important prognostic factor in thyroid anaplastic

carcinoma [5,9,10].

Sugitani developed a prognostic index based on the combination of the major risk factors:

acute symptoms, tumor greater than 5 cm, presence of distant metastasis and white blood cells
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above 10,000/mm3. In the case series reported, patients with prognostic index 4 died within three
months of diagnosis, those with prognostic index 3 died within six months, while 62% of those
with prognostic index 1 survive at 6 months [10]. A retrospective analysis of the National Cancer
Institute’s Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database by Kebebew identified
516 patients with anaplastic thyroid carcinoma between 1973 and 2000 [5]. Age (under 60 years),
extent of the disease (local, regional or distant metastases) and combined surgical resection with
radiotherapy were identified as independent prognostic factors at multivariate analysis. The
author reports an improvement of 28.3% of tumor-specific mortality in patients less than 60
years old, and an improvement of 44.9% in one-year tumor-specific mortality among patients
with intrathyroidal carcinoma compared to patients with distant metastases. The prognosis
of patients with incidental anaplastic carcinoma (small foci of anaplastic carcinoma within a
well differentiated tumor) is still unclear, although it seems to be better than classic anaplastic
carcinoma. Sugino reported survival rates of 73% at one year and 46% at two years in patients
with incidental anaplastic carcinoma [11].

Pathology

Histologically, three different subtypes of anaplastic carcinoma have been described [12]:
fused cell carcinoma (40-53%), giant cell carcinoma (38-50%) and desmoid or mixed carcinoma
(19-22%). They show the same clinical behavior and the same prognosis. All variants appear
macroscopically as a firm mass that deforms the glandular profile and are histologically
characterized by a high pleomorphism, the presence of large necrotic and hemorrhagic areas,
a high mitotic index, and a marked vascular invasion. The fused cell variant is characterized by
a sarcomatoid-like fascicular architecture. The giant cell variant has a greater pleomorphism,
characterized by voluminous, polygonal or globular cells with atypical and hyperchromic nuclei.
Squamous carcinoma is characterized by the presence of large cell nests that resemble a squamous
carcinoma and may contain some keratin beads. Small cell carcinomas in the past have been a source
of confusion and diagnostic mistakes. Today, such lesions have been reclassified as lymphoma or
poorly differentiated thyroid medullary carcinomas. This distinction is very important because
these two histotypes have a better prognosis than anaplastic carcinoma. Probably sporadic longterm survival cases reported in the literature depend on lack of recognition of these forms. In
a study of 82 patients with anaplastic cancer treated at the Mayo Clinic, survival of more than
5 years for 3 patients was reported. A recent reassessment of histological preparations has
shown that erroneous diagnosis was reported in these patients: the first two patients had a
thyroid lymphoma and the third patient had a poorly differentiated medullary thyroid carcinoma
[12,13]. Lymphomas are characterized by small, relatively uniform round cells and show
scarce pleomorphism compared to anaplastic carcinoma. The immunohistochemical markers
for lymphoid cells and electronic microscopy can confirm the diagnosis. Poorly differentiated
medullary carcinomas may resemble giant cell or fused cellular anaplastic cell subtypes but are
recognized based on immunohistochemical positivity for neuron-specific enolase, chromogranin,
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calcitonin and CEA. At electronic microscopy typical intracytoplasmic secretory granules are also
visible.

Pathogenesis

The pathogenesis of anaplastic thyroid tumors is not completely clear. Some authors consider
these tumors as”de novo”cancer, other authors suggest that they develop from the dedifferentiation
of a previous differentiated carcinoma. Anaplastic carcinoma has a greater incidence in patients
with a long history of goiter or with a history of follicular or papillary carcinomas treated
inadequately. DeMeter has documented the presence of previous thyroid (benign or malignant)
pathologies in 76% of patients with anaplastic carcinoma, in particular 47% of patients had a
previous or concomitant differentiated tumor [4].

The presence of well-differentiated histologic foci of carcinoma in association with anaplastic
carcinoma is well documented and was found in 23% to 100% of cases [6]. Although there may
be any type of differentiated carcinoma, papillary cancer represents the most common histotype
associated with anaplastic carcinoma. Among the papillary tumors, more aggressive forms
(columnar cell variant) or poorly differentiated carcinomas are the most common, supporting
the theory of a well differentiated carcinoma transformation through intermediate forms. Ibanez
analyzed sections of the entire removed organ found the presence of differentiated carcinomas
in all cases of anaplastic carcinoma of the thyroid examined [14], while the failure to find foci of
carcinoma differentiated in the anaplastic carcinomas piece would be attributed to an inadequate
number of examined sections, or exuberant growth of anaplastic cells which hides the presence
of papillary cells.

Comparative genomic hybridization analysis of anaplastic carcinomas and coexisting papillary
or follicular carcinomas demonstrate similar cytogenetic patterns, suggesting that anaplastic
carcinomas may originate from differentiated thyroid tumors [15]. Cytophotometric studies,
however, showed that only a part of the differentiated carcinoma associated with anaplastic
anomalies share the aneuploidy of anaplastic elements, suggesting the “de novo” emergence of
anaplastic thyroid carcinomas [16].

Recent studies have shown that mutation of the BRAF gene is the most common gene
mutation found in papillary thyroid carcinoma. Various anaplastic tumors appear to be derived
from papillary tumors with BRAF mutation following the loss of the p53 gene [17]. The loss
of the p53 oncosuppressor gene or the presence of an abnormal p53 gene is implicated in the
transformation of differentiated carcinoma into anaplastic. Re-expression of the p53 gene in these
in vitro-cultured cell lines has been shown to reverse certain aspects of anaplastic transformation:
chemosensitivity and radiosensitivity, response to TSH, cell proliferation inhibition, re-expression
of thyroid peroxidase [18,19].
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Diagnosis
The clinical suspicion of anaplastic thyroid cancer is confirmed by fine-needle aspiration biopsy

of the thyroid, which has a 90% diagnostic accuracy [20,21]. Diagnostic failure may be attributed

to withdrawal within necrotic, hemorrhagic or fibrotic areas. In doubtful cases percutaneous
biopsy could be used to confirm the diagnosis. Open biopsy has been practically abandoned and it
is reserved for those rare cases of dubious diagnosis after percutaneous needle biopsy.

Typically, anaplastic carcinoma is unable to capture radioiodine: scintigraphy investigations

are therefore not indicated. Diagnostic investigations should include a CT of the neck, chest,

and mediastinum to evaluate the extent of the disease and the invasion of the surrounding

structures or the presence of lung metastases, and bone scintigraphy to evaluate the presence
of bone metastases. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be helpful in determining the local

involvement of bone and vascular structures [1]. Since anaplastic carcinoma is a rapidly growing
tumor, the use of FDG-PET can be very useful for the diagnosis of metastatic sites [22].

Treatment

Neither surgical treatment, nor its extension, nor radiotherapy or chemotherapy has been

shown individually to alter the course of the disease. These failures have led to the adoption of

multimodal therapeutic plans in the therapy of anaplastic thyroid cancer: radiotherapy associated

with surgery improves the local control of the disease, while the association of chemotherapy
with radiotherapy increases the radio sensitivity of the anaplastic tumor [5,8]. Despite the high

incidence of distant synchronous metastasis, death is generally related to the local extension of
the disease and the resulting airway obstruction. The first aim of treatment is therefore to get

the local control of the disease. Airway obstruction may occur due to external compression of the

trachea (which is the most common mechanism) for intraluminal tumor extension, or paralysis of
both vocal cords. Hotling noted a reduction in mean survival in patients undergoing prophylactic
tracheostomy over those who did not undergo [23].

Prophylactic tracheostomy should therefore be abandoned as it may be difficult to perform,

does not improve survival, is associated with high morbidity due to cicatrization problems, affects
negatively the quality of life of patients and retards the use of radiotherapy. The use of tracheal
stents has been proposed instead of tracheostomy for palliative purposes [24].

Numerous studies have documented an improvement in survival when radical resection of the

tumor could be achieved [7,25-28]. Based on these studies, the American Association of Endocrine

Surgeons (AAES) guidelines recommend the use of full mass surgical resection if cervical and

mediastinal disease can be resected with limited morbidity [29,30]. Thus full resection of
primitive tumor associated with neck dissection in presence of clinically evident lymph node
metastases should be performed, but the en-bloc radical resection of contiguous vital structures
such as larynx, pharynx or esophagus in order to obtain the complete removal of the tumor mass
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should be avoided because it does not increase the survival causing only a serious deterioration
in the quality of life of these patients [30,31].
Only a small minority of cases at the time of presentation can be undergoing potentially curative
resection [11,25]. For this reason, some authors have used preoperative radiotherapy, achieving
a higher percentage of complete tumor resections [26,32-34]. There is, however, no agreement on
timing for radiotherapy. Other authors support that it is better to administrate radiotherapy after
surgery in order to allow radiations to act on a small tumor residue [7,11, 25,27,35]. In a study
conducted by Tennvall on patients treated with radio chemotherapy and then surgical therapy,
in 83% of cases a potentially curative resection of the neoplasm (R0) was possible. Tennvall
reported a 9% survival rate at more than 2 years [34]. Similar results were reported by Nilsson
[26]. In particular, the author has shown that the introduction of new radiotherapy protocols has
resulted in surgical resection of tumor from 22% of cases between 1973 and 1975, to 55% of
cases between 1975 and 1993 , and to 92% of cases between 1994 and 1997.

Improved survival was achieved only when radical surgery has been followed by radiochemotherapy [9,26]. Although anaplastic thyroid carcinoma is a relatively radiotherapy resistant
tumor, some studies have shown local disease control in 68-80% of cases. Anaplastic cancer is a
rapidly growing tumor, most authors use hyperfractionated radiotherapy protocols to minimize
the multiplication of tumor cells at intervals between radiotherapy sessions. Current protocols
use doses ranging from 30 to 60 Gy, the most promising results were obtained with doses of
46 Gy [28,34,36]. In general, daily doses higher than 3 Gy cause an increase in the incidence of
myelopathy: the effectiveness of radiotherapy must be balanced with its toxicity, and dosages
must therefore be evaluated with great caution. Mitchell reported an incidence of 3rd or 4th grade
side effects such as erythema, pharyngophagitis, tracheitis or myelopathy in 75% of patients
treated with 60.8 Gy radiotherapy divided into 23 fractions twice a day. Such complications
proved to be unacceptably high despite improvements in local control of the disease [37]. Tennvall
reduced the total dose of 46 Gy (1.6 Gy twice daily) radiotherapy combined with the intravenous
administration of doxorubicin (20 mg daily) used as radiosensitizer [34]. Thyroid anaplastic cell
lines express numerous MRP (multi-resistant-associated protein), these are proteins that lead to
the excretion of chemotherapeutic agents outside the cell [38]. For this reason chemotherapy is
considered to be the weak ring in the multimodal treatment chain of these tumors. Doxorubicin is
the most used chemotherapy drug in the treatment of thyroid anaplastic carcinoma. Doxorubicin
monotherapy showed a response rate of 20%. Combination therapy with other chemotherapeutic
drugs such as cisplatin, bleomycin or 5-fluorouracil showed a slight improvement in clinical
response [39,40].
More recently, the introduction of paclitaxel has shown more promising results. Ain published
a phase II trial on the use of paclitaxel in 19 patients with anaplastic thyroid cancer. Of these, a
patient showed a complete response and 9 a partial response (tumor reduction> 50%) to therapy
[41]. The combination of manumycin with paclitaxel has been shown to potentiate cytotoxic
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effects and to increase apoptosis in in vitro and in vivo studies [42]. Similarly, the combination of
gemcitabine and cisplatin has shown an interesting cytostatic activity in vitro [43]. The multimodal

therapeutic regimen prevents death from asphyxia, but has no effect on distant disease sites, so in

general it only has the effect of increasing the survival of a few months. Despite the widespread use
of multimodal treatment there is no scientific evidence that demonstrates a significant increase in

survival in these patients over the last 20 years, so new therapies for the treatment of anaplastic
thyroid carcinoma are needed.

New Therapies

An adenovirus (ONYX-015) was developed targeting the anaplastic thyroid carcinoma cells,

which carries the p53 oncosupressor gene. The wild-type p53 exogenous gene has been shown
to increase the chemo-sensitivity of tumor cells causing cell death through the in vitro and in

vivo induction of apoptosis by synergistically acting on paclitaxel and doxorubicin [44-46]. These
results indicate the possibility of combining chemotherapy with gene therapy in the future. Some

researchers are investigating the possibility to treat anaplastic thyroid tumors with radioiodine
after gene therapy with the sodium-iodine symporter gene.

Combretastatin A4 is a direct agent to selectively block tumor neoangiogenesis. Phase I trial

demonstrated drug efficacy without cytotoxic effects [47]. A patient treated with this drug after

having exhausted all other therapeutic possibilities is alive at 36 months [48]. In vivo bovine
semen ribonuclease injection and in vitro bone morphogenetic protein (BMP-7) administration
have been shown to significantly reduce the proliferation of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma cells
[49,50].

It has recently been shown that PPARγ (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor) agonists

inhibit cell proliferation by inducing apoptosis and induce re differentiation in thyroid cancer

cell lines. Such agents may therefore be useful in the treatment of thyroid carcinomas that do not

respond to traditional treatments [51]. The ability to overcome this highly aggressive, untreated
tumor with conventional methods is now entrusted to the study of these new strategies and their
future clinical application.

POORLY DIFFERENTIATED THYROID CANCER

There is growing evidence in the literature on the existence of a group of intermediate thyroid

carcinomas both for morphological characteristics and for biological behavior and prognosis

between differentiated carcinomas and anaplastic carcinoma [52,53]. There are controversies
about the treatment of so-called poorly differentiated thyroid carcinomas that derive from the

confusion on the criteria for its definition. These thyroid cancers were first described by Sakamoto

in 1983 [54], since then many authors have included in this classification the most aggressive
papillary carcinoma variants (columnar cells, high, solid, diffuse sclerosing cells) [55]. The fact
that these variants of papillary carcinoma show a more aggressive behavior than the classical
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type does not in itself justify the inclusion of these variants between poorly differentiated tumors,
the definition of which is given by the tumor architecture and whose prognosis is still worse

[56]. Some poorly differentiated thyroid tumors have been mistakenly classified in the past as
anaplastic carcinomas. In 1984, Carcangiu based the classification only on histopathological

criteria used the term insular carcinoma to describe a class of thyroid cancer with aggressive

clinical behavior in a series of 25 patients [57]. In 2006 an international consensus conference
was held in Turin in order to establish diagnostic criteria for poorly differentiated thyroid tumors
[58]: they are follicular origin lesions (medullary carcinomas are not included in this group), unlike

anaplastic carcinomas they produce thyroglobulin, however, the immunohistochemical analysis
is typically focal and weak, they are histologically composed of nests, islands or trabeculae of

tumor cells having poor cytoplasm and a high core/cytoplasm ratio, mitotic activity including the

identification of abnormal mitotic figures is evident, there are constant areas of tumor necrosis
and occasionally pleomorphic cells. Two subgroups of poorly differentiated carcinomas are

associated with the same prognosis: insular carcinomas, thus named for their resemblance to
insular carcinoid tumors, and the other subtypes, characterized by a smaller insular component

and the presence of larger cells. Capsular and vascular invasion are very common for both
subtypes. The concomitant presence of well-differentiated carcinoma or anaplastic carcinoma

has been widely documented [59,60]. The study published by Volante included 183 patients with
poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma, whether focal or predominant. In both cases, the clinical
behavior of the lesion was more aggressive than well differentiated carcinoma [61].

Fine-needle aspiration may provide a suspect but does not allow a preoperative diagnosis of

poorly differentiated carcinoma [62]. In insular carcinoma, the mutation of the p53 gene is found

in more than 25% of cases, suggesting that it is an intermediate form in the dedifferentiation
process from well-differentiated carcinoma to anaplastic carcinoma [53]. Poorly differentiated

carcinomas have a mean size of 4 cm and may appear as a single or multi nodular lesions. The
ratio of men to women is 1: 2. In more than 50% of cases regional metastases are present in
the lymph nodes. Poorly differentiated carcinomas generally account for 2-3% of malignant

thyroid lesions, though in the northern areas of northern Italy they constitute 15% of thyroid

malignancies [52,53]. Genetic and environmental factors play a key role in the genesis of these
cancers (probably related to diet, including poor iodine intake). Survival at 5 and 10 years for
insular carcinoma was 72.2% and 52% respectively [53]. The rarity of these tumors and the

scarcity of the studies available in the literature do not allow to draw definitive conclusions
on the best therapeutic management to be adopted. Surgical treatment is the main therapeutic

approach, while the use of radiometabolic therapy, external radiotherapy or chemotherapy is still

controversial. The proportion of patients with poorly differentiated carcinomas able to concentrate
sufficient radioiodine to allow appropriate treatment is unknown, although some studies seem to

report data close to 85%. Given the possible radioiodine uptake and the absence of morbidity,
some authors recommend radioiodine treatment in all patients with poorly differentiated thyroid
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cancer after surgical treatment [52,53]. External radiation therapy is administered to reduce
the risk of local recurrence, although no increase in survival has been reported [56]. External
radiation therapy is recommended for T3 tumors in the absence of distant metastasis, in all T4
tumors, and in the case of regional lymph node involvement.
If surgery has been able to completely resect the tumor, radio metabolic therapy must
precede external radiotherapy. If surgical therapy has been incomplete it may be advantageous
to start radiotherapy immediately [53]. The in vitro chemo-sensitivity of poorly differentiated

thyroid carcinoma has been low. However, a study of thirty patients with not operable poorly
differentiated thyroid carcinoma reports over 50% of the response (some totals) to an intense
chemotherapy regimen based on the administration of methotrexate, vinblastine, adriamycin and
bleomycin, associated with external radiotherapy. In half the cases, the tumors were re-staged
and underwent surgery [63].

Given the tendency for these tumors to recur and metastasize, patients should be closely
monitored. Follow-up of serum thyroglobulin (which is the key to the distinction between
poorly differentiated carcinomas and anaplastic) may be useful for the diagnosis of recurrences.
Recently, the use of FDG-PET has proved to be very useful in the diagnosis of recurrent or neo
plastic disease, and is particularly well suited for those patients with high levels of thyroglobulin
and negative scintigraphy [64].
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